
SOUP AND BUN 2 RACE REPORT 

It could be that the weather and Mother's Day had an impact on numbers but 
generally we were happy to have 22 well trained soup guzzlers for this event.  It was 
noted that the quicker riders also had endurance at the soup kitchen possibly due to 
their category.  The first three home were all growing lads and chef Justin was happy 
to watch his creation being appreciated with enthusiasm. 

The course started with a climb before finding its way among some tricky techy stuff 
made more interesting with the rain lubricating the surface.  The riders loved it and it 
was hard to stop some of them when the scheduled 50 minutes concluded.   

Jumping Jack flashed out of the blocks and established a substantial lead after lap 1 
ahead of Cam and then Finn and Liam together keeping each other honest. 

Justin was lurking in fifth but stopped after each lap to stir the soup.  He managed to 
stay ahead of Andrew and Matt who were each enjoying different aspects of the 
course whether it be the climb or the rock garden. 

Alana was enjoying mother's day at the head of the lady's category and there were 
several dads either instructing or being instructed by their offspring.  Warren chose 
not to beat Lachie before a mechanical forced the issue.  Phil led Billy round for a lap 
before heading off alone, and Jeremy accompanied Neve for four impressive laps 
before having a solo blat to finish up.  Callum was outclassed by a very fit young 
Cam and Finn Foster treated his mum Susan to a mother's day treat in the country 
with culinary delights thrown in. 

 The status quo continued until on the fifth lap Jack suffered that deflating feeling in 
his front tyre.  Cam saw his opportunity and decided that five laps was enough even 
though there was time left for more.  Liam and Finn Mc also stopped to discuss 
matters before the three decided to do a warm down lap.  The definition of warm 
down became a little blurred and this last lap became very competitive catching Cam 
unawares.  Liam prevailed just ahead of Finn who by this time was on his third 
bike.  He started with number one bike which suffered a mechanical.  Mum very 
kindly unhitched number two bike from the vehicle and allowed Finn to continue 
without delay.  He then caught dad on that next lap and they swapped bikes to finish 
on bike number three. 

Race brief stated a fifty minute ride (or maybe sixty) and Andrew Matt and Phil all 
took advantage of extra time to complete another lap to promote their 
credentials.  Great effort guys and to all who participated. 

Thanks to Graham for the use of his land and his help on the day and also to 
WilkesRM for sponsoring the soup.   

Watch the Facebook page for details of the next event, I will be otherwise occupied 
so no email warnings.  Hope to see you all in July. 

O.T.R. 



 


